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Executive Summary
Location
The Bell Street Mall is located on the corner of Bell Street and Oriel Rd in Heidelberg West. The 67
commercial properties (83 businesses) within the Bell Street Mall are situated 12km north of
Melbourne CBD. The shopping centre precinct also incorporates the 5 businesses on the west side
of Oriel Rd in the Aldi area.

Activity Mix
The Centre’s business mix is predominately Retail and Services, with a large Food sector.
Supporting this mix are anchor businesses including the Post Office, CBA Bank, IGA, Chemist
Warehouse and Aldi Supermarkets.  Adding to this mix is the significant number of East African
businesses. As of July 2015, 40% of businesses are owned and operated by East African
operators, including Somali grocery stores, various food outlets, various services, clothing stores
and a hairdresser.  This number was at 22% five years ago and has grown consistently since then.

Special Rate 2015 - 2020
Annual budget of $105,000, which includes $55,000 from the Bell St Mall Rateable properties and
$50,000 near matched contribution from the Banyule City Council.

Role of the Centre
The role of the Bell Street Mall is to provide a convenient Shopping Centre for visiting patrons,
where they can purchase their necessities and more.  It has also transformed into a meeting and
event place/space for the community where they can shop, dine and meet with their friends.

Opportunities
The Mall has an opportunity to build on the strong East African influence in the Centre. The strong
multicultural influence is a unique point of difference and opportunity to promote the Centre by
including events and promotions to highlight the Mall’s multiculturalism.  The opportunity to create
a Victorian State Government recognised Cultural Precinct at the Mall needs to be heavily
investigated.  There is also an opportunity to improve the physical environment by improving
cleanliness, more signage, and further upgrading the assets.  Throughout this plan, opportunities
are highlighted in boxes.  These Opportunity, Recommendation and Key Issue boxes are
translated into the Action Plan.

Challenges
The Bell Street Mall faces challenges, some real, and some perceived.  The cleanliness and tired
look of the Mall have been highlighted as concerns by traders and the broader community.
However significant upgrades were made inside the Mall as recently as July 2015. Perceived
safety concerns and anti-social behaviour are also a threat to the Mall and can become a deterrent
if not addressed properly.  Steps to rectify these aspects have been presented in the Action Plan.

This document was prepared by Stavros Zikou and Circe Zikou of Marketa on behalf of the Bell Street Mall
Traders Association and Banyule City Council. It is a 5 year plan however in this fast paced environment
aspects of the plan may be updated within the 5 year period. For further information, please contact The Bell
Street Mall Traders Association.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Strategic Business Plan is presented in two sections:

Part 1 – Background
This section addresses the status of the Centre detailing the environment the Centre is operating
in.  This includes –

 Centre specific background data and statistics including customer demographics, retail
trends and competition data.

 Role and function of the Centre and the current situation, and an analysis of the current
situation, focusing on key issues and opportunities.

Part 2 – Action Plan
Based upon the information in Part 1, Part 2 provides guidance regarding future growth of the
Centre, 2015-2020.   It provides actions and directions for the following five years.

1.1. PURPOSE OF BUSINESS PLAN
This Strategic Business Plan is to guide the future directions and activities of the Bell Street Mall.

Specifically, the Bell Street Mall (the Mall) Strategic Business Plan aims to:
 Provide a clear indication of what the Mall wants to achieve and what actions and strategies

need to occur to get there.
 Summarise stakeholder input and unify traders, land owners, Council and the community

with common goals and vision
 Protect the interests of business owners and operators as the Mall develops
 Ensure the Mall thrives in response to community and customer needs
 Establish accountability and guidelines for expenditure of the Special Rate Funds

1.2. HOW THE PLAN WAS PREPARED
This Strategic Business Plan was prepared by Stavros Zikou and Circe Zikou of Marketa in
consultation with Banyule City Council and the Bell Street Mall Traders’ Association.

The development of this Strategic Business Plan involved:
 consultation with businesses
 trader surveys
 meetings with Banyule Council Officers
 a physical audit of the Mall

1.3. PLAN MELBOURNE & THE BELL STREET MALL
Plan Melbourne is the Victorian Government’s planning strategy that will guide the city’s growth to
2050.  It is a strategy to house, employ and connect more people to jobs and services closer to
where they live.

Melbourne is forecast to grow to a city of around 7.7 million people by 2051 (adding 3.4 million to
today’s population). As Melbourne grows, liveability faces many challenges: keeping housing
affordable, reducing transport congestion, maintaining rural and agricultural land, access to jobs
and services and adapting to a changing climate.
National Employment Clusters are designated geographic concentrations of interconnected
businesses and institutions that make a major contribution to the national economy and
Melbourne’s position as a global city. Six places have been identified in Plan Melbourne that can,
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or have the potential to, provide high job concentrations in suburban locations. The closest to The
Mall is the emerging La Trobe Employment Cluster.

The emerging La Trobe Employment Cluster in the Northern Subregion is an emerging cluster with
strengths in education, research, health and retail. It includes a number of significant employment
activities (such as La Trobe University and its industrial surrounds, Northland Shopping Centre and
Austin Biomedical Alliance Precinct) and a concentration of other health, research, commercial and
retail activities in and around the Heidelberg Activity Centre. Each location in the cluster has
different strengths and contributions to make to the economy. The Northern Subregion is expected
to grow by around 400,000 to 470,000 people by 2031. (Source Plan Melbourne Website, 2015)

The Bell St Mall has an opportunity to capitalise on the growth that is occurring close by.

1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE CENTRE
The Bell Street Mall is located on Bell Street in West Heidelberg. The Mall itself includes 83
businesses as well as public areas for patrons to sit and rest during their stay.  Stores include food
stores, clothing stores and various specialist stores catering to the local Somali community.
Adjacent to the Mall is NMIT (Northern Metropolitan Institute of Technology), providing constant
student visitors to the Mall.  Across Oriel Road in the newer development are Aldi and other stores
including a Chemist Warehouse.

1.5. SPECIAL RATE SCHEME
A Special Rate operates in the Bell Street Mall, which will drive the implementation of this plan in
funding changes.  The Special Rate raises $55,000 per annum across 67 properties from 2015-
2020. Banyule City Council, one of the only Councils in Australia to support main street retail
development through a near matched dollar for dollar funding scheme, contributes $50,000
annually towards the scheme. Therefore the entire annual budget for the Bell Street Mall is
currently at $105,000.

Special Rate funds enable the Bell Street Mall Business Association to engage in a professional
shopping Centre Coordinator to coordinate marketing and management projects that are approved
by the Traders’ Association Committee and subject to the funding agreement overseen by Council.
The allocation of this fund is considered as pivotal in the continued strengthening of stakeholder
relations and the development of a sustainable shopping precinct.

1.6. BANYULE CITY COUNCIL STRATEGIES AND POLICIES
This Strategic Business Plan and any investment in Bell Street Mall should be mindful of relevant
Local Council strategies and policies for the shopping precinct and surrounding area.

Listed below is a diagram that illustrates the relationship between this Strategic Business Plan and
key planning documents impacting the Bell Street Mall Shopping Centre.

These documents provided strong grounding for this Strategic Business Plan and are available on
Banyule City Council’s website (www.banyule.vic.gov.au).
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2. STATUS OF THE CENTRE

2.1. LOCATION, PHYSICAL DESIGN & LAYOUT
The Bell Street Mall is located on the corner of Bell Street and Oriel Rd in Heidelberg West. Oriel
Rd splits the shopping Centre into two distinct sections. The 67 commercial properties within the
Bell Street Mall are situated 12km north of Melbourne CBD.

The Bell Street Mall has no cars passing through.  Whilst it is situated on busy Bell Street, the
setting shelters visitors from the noisy street. Multiple car parks surround the Mall, providing ample
parking. Besides the southern and northern entrances, there are also three arcades providing
access to the Mall from the car parks.

2.2. ROLE OF CENTRE
The role of the Bell Street Mall is still to provide a one stop convenient Shopping Centre for visiting
patrons, where they can buy their necessities and more.  It has however, increasingly become a
multicultural hub for the Somali Community. As of July 2015, the centre has approximately 33
Somali businesses, a number that is constantly increasing.  There is a real opportunity for the Mall
to market itself as a multicultural hub for the Somali community as well as other interested groups.
Over the past 8 years, the Mall has also hosted a number of community events which has
introduced a lot of new groups and demographic in the Mall. The recent upgraded works in the
Mall, specifically the new permanent stage, lends itself to host more events on a constant basis to
further attract more patronage and activate the space.

Opportunity
For the Mall to market itself as a multicultural hub and to host more events on a constant basis to
further attract more patronage and activate the space
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2.3. PLANS FOR EXISTING SITE DEVELOPMENT – The Mall Project

Banyule City Council adopted an Urban Design Framework and Masterplan (UDF) for the Bell
Street Mall in November 2009. The Masterplan development vision lost momentum when Council
and State Government developer Places Victoria ceased their working partnership to explore the
regeneration of postcode 3081. This included The Mall redevelopment.

Since this time Council has pursued the components of the UDF and has helped to establish a

 Business incubator above Australia Post, digiDECL is now open
 Support Services hub @ Shop 48 The Mall to open in late 2015
 Public walkway upgrade PSIF funds
 Program activation

In addition Council continues to encourage shop top housing.

Council continues to work closely with The State Government Office of Housing as they upgrade
their properties throughout Heidelberg West and surrounds. Council also works with Darebin
Council to plan for the planned increase in population through the Northland Urban Renewal
precinct, which takes in part of Heidelberg West.

2.4. TRANSPORT
Transportation provides the vital flow of people, goods and services driving business into and
through the Bell Street Mall.  Traffic information provides insight into customer flow into the Bell
Street Mall.  This highlights any issues that should be considered when conducting activities that
increase or decrease traffic flow, including attractions, marketing and festival planning for the
precinct.

This analysis is fed into the Action Plan, informing suggested actions for the Centre’s development
of key issues and opportunities.

Public Transport
Currently, the Centre is reasonably well serviced by public transport.  There are two main bus
stops to the Centre, one on Bell Street and the other on Oriel Road.  The following bus routes
operate through the Centre:

 250 (La Trobe Uni – City)
 350 (City – Latrobe University)
 549 (Ivanhoe – Northland)
 513 (Eltham – Glenroy)
 903 (Altona – Mordialloc)

The closest tram lines are:

 Plenty Road – Route 86
 St Georges Road – Route 11

The closest train stations are:

 Heidelberg Railway Station
 Rosanna Railway Station
 Ivanhoe Railway Station (Source: Ptv Website, 2015)

Whilst the trams and trains are located further out than the buses, they could be used in
conjunction with other forms of public transport in order to get to the Mall.
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Banyule City Council is undertaking a new Banyule Integrated Transport Plan this year that will
include policies and actions relating to public transport for the Heidelberg West/Bell Street Mall
Area.  Additionally, a Heidelberg Parking Plan is in current draft stage (July 2015) and also
includes the Bell Street Mall area.

Road Traffic
Vic Roads classifies Bell Street as an Arterial Road. It is the main link between the
Doncaster/Bulleen area and the northern suburbs.  It also provides the Northern suburbs access to
Eastlink.  Bell Street also provides a popular route to the airport for the Eastern suburbs.
Currently, the precinct operates under a 70kph speed limit and an estimated 40,000 cars pass the
Mall every day. (VicRoads, 2015)

The Bell Street Mall offers patrons ample parking.  The following car parks service the area with a
combination of 4 hours, 2 hours and unrestricted:

 Coomalie Crescent
 Front of the Mall on Bell Street.
 Oriel road.
 Aldi Centre Car Park

Events taking place at the Mall do not impact traffic flow, as no streets need to be blocked off.

Opportunity
Considering the high traffic volume passing along Bell Street, it may be worthwhile to provide high
visibility advertising on Bell Street by the use of a Pylon sign.
There is also an opportunity to change the artwork (statue) that sits at the end of Mall on Bell St to
something more appealing and eye catching that may encourage motorists to stop at the centre.

2.5. ACCESS, CIRCULATION & SAFETY

The Bell Street Mall has ample parking, but improving access, circulation and safety is a benefit for
the Centre.

Walking
Pedestrian access in the Bell Street Mall is very good.  There are multiple arcades from the car
park to the Mall. The most appealing aspect of the Mall is that there are no cars allowed into the
shopping Centre, providing a safe walking area for pedestrians.  This is especially relevant for the
elderly population in the area and the many young families.  There is also a traffic lighted crossing
on Oriel road to allow pedestrians to get from one side to the other side of the Mall where Aldi is
located. There is another pedestrian crossing on Bell St, near the statue, serving Bellfield patrons
to cross the busy arterial and enter and exit the Mall.

Opportunity
A Pylon Sign on Bell Street would improve visibility of the Centre.
Investigate removing the statue at the front of the centre and installing something more eye
catching and appealing.
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Cycling
Current ABS data indicates that 16% of West Heidelberg residents do not own a vehicle, which
highlights an opportunity to promote walking/cycling to the Centre. (ABS.gov.au 2011 Census)

Opportunity
Investigate opportunities to promote walking/cycling to the centre.

Pedestrian Access
Scooters
Due to the Mall being car-less, scooters can easily access the Mall.

Internal Spaces
Access to premises in the Bell Street Mall is very friendly to the elderly or disabled.  There are not
too many steps and the Mall is reasonably flat.  Access to shop entrances are primarily flat (no
steps), enabling entry for scooters and wheelchairs easily.   However internal shop floor designs
may restrict or prevent movement freely through premises.

Ageing population demographics are an additional incentive for individual premises to consider
business development training on visual merchandising and servicing people with disabilities and
the elderly.

Opportunity
Investigate Visual Merchandising training to assist traders with access for the ageing and disabled
population.

Car Parking
The Bell Street Mall is currently serviced by designated car parking areas.  There are currently 4
car parks with a total of nearly 550 car park spots.  Most parking is 4 hours, 2 hours and some
unrestricted.  Parking is also provided for disabled visitors. The BSMTA and BCC are currently in
discussions to modify the parking restrictions with the customers being the priority. A Trader Permit
scheme is also being investigated. A summary of each car park is listed below –

Car Park Location
Total  Car

Parks
Available

# Disabled
Car Parks

# All Day
Car Parks

# 4-Hour
Car Parks Other

TAFE (Coomalie St) 222 7 25 190 NA
Blockbuster (Bell Street) 55 2 0 0 2hr Parking – 41

5min Parking – 2
Taxi Zone – 8
Council Parking – 2

Oriel Road/ Tobruk Ave 124 4 30 90 NA
Aldi (Bell Street) 141 4 141 0 NA

Opportunity
Investigate providing parking spots specifically for Parents with Prams, to encourage parents to
shop at the Bell Street Mall.  Ideally these would be located close to arcade entrances to help
mitigate weather conditions. Modify parking restrictions with the customers as a priority and at the
same time introduce a Trader Permit Systems which accommodates Traders and Employees.
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Amenities & Physical Environment
There are many public street spaces in the Mall. There are various seats, undercover areas within
the Mall and garden beds.  These provide an area for patrons to rest or sit with friends.  The middle
of the Mall is piazza like, and this is where many events are held.  Many residents use this space
as a meeting place also.  Most of the stores have a canopy over their front window, therefore
protecting visitors as they walk from store to store. In 2015 under the Public Safety Infrastructure
Funding, Council updated many of the amenities in the Bell St Mall. Including seating, new stage,
fake grass areas, lighting, garden beds etc. There is also a dated Exeloo public toilet facility for
patrons to use that is cleaned daily (Monday to Friday).

Opportunity
To maintain the street space, constant management of trees, graffiti, public art and seating
provisions are required to maintain the Centre’s welcoming and physical attraction.
Investigate schedule of cleaning for the Mall to ensure it is kept clean especially after customer
rush hours.

2.6. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Bell Street Mall launched its own website (www.bellstmall.com.au) in 2012 and as of June
2015 approximately 15 businesses in the strip have their own websites. Additionally, the centre
has its own Facebook page.  Customer demographics demonstrate that 68% of residents have an
internet connection. This is an increase from 47% in 2006. (ABS.gov.au 2011 Census) This data shows
that an increase in internet (website, facebook, other social media) marketing is warranted for the
Bell St Mall. In April 2015, Telstra upgraded their public phones in the Bell St Mall which included
introducing free Wi-Fi in the Mall.

For the year 2014 (Jan-Dec), the bellstmall website had over 3800 visitors with 17% returning
visitors. Roughly 41% of people access the website from their mobile phone or tablet. On average
they view nearly 3 pages, indicating that customers are using the website for more than just a
business directory. Over 70% of visitors reach the website via a search engine (eg google) and
13% reach via directly. The rest come from referrals from Facebook and some other websites.

As of February 2015, the likers on the bellstmall Facebook page are 63% female and 27% male
(10% not defined). The predominant age groups for females is 35-44 (20%) and 45-54 (20%), and
for males is 25-34 (13%).

Opportunity
 Look at updating the current bellstmall website in the near future. This development should

include web maintenance schedules as well as functionality for use on mobile and tablets.
 Include social media links for businesses on the bellstmall website.
 Investigate other forms of social media – twitter, instagram, pinterest.
 Investigate the possibility of creating a Bell St Mall blog and a regular newsletter for subscribers
 Use Google Analytics and facebook as a means of measuring and analysing website traffic and

social media engagement.
 Investigate other ways to promote on the website, considering the behavior of people when they

access the bellstmall website.
 Investigate facebook advertising for specific events.
 Investigate grants that the association can apply for on behalf of traders to create websites and

social media presence.
 Ensure website is updated with photos from events and activities.
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2.7. IMAGE AND IDENTITY
The image of the Mall has changed somewhat over the last five years.  Where it was once seen as
an unsafe, unclean place with associated socio-economic problems, it is now shifting to more of a
Cultural hub where unique products and services are offered.  This is in large due to the ever-
increasing number of Somali businesses opening in the Mall.

There is a real opportunity to change the image of the Mall even further by creating a destination
where people can go and experience something not found in any other part of Melbourne.

Opportunity:
The Bell St Mall should capitalise on the Somali influence and create a destination for people
wanting to experience Somalian food/culture - A Cultural Precinct.

Review the logo and investigate updating it in the near future

2.8. ACTIVITY MIX
Five years ago in February 2010 there were 71 Different Businesses Trading in the Mall (including
the five over Oriel Rd at Aldi). Today there are 80 Businesses trading in the Mall. That is a 12%
increase with no significant addition of buildings. This has come from the existing large Mall
buildings being shared across multiple businesses and previously empty/unoccupied shops being
filled.

In 2010 there were three vacancies (throughout the whole year).  Today there is one vacancy.

Over the last five years the Shopping Centre has seen 32 new businesses enter the Mall, including
25 Changes of Use and three Businesses Moving locations. There have been 46 new operators in
the Mall with some businesses changing hands multiple times.

33 of the 80 current businesses (40%) are operated by people with East African Backgrounds. Five
years ago there were 16 businesses (22%). That is a 100% increase.

17 of the 80 current businesses (22%) are operated by people with Asian Backgrounds. In 2010
there were 15 Businesses in this category.

Premises Number 2015% 2010
Food 19 24% Up 5
Professional 4 5% Down 2
Retail 27 34% Same
Services 30 38% Up 9
TOTAL 80 100% 100%

In summary over the past five years, the shopping centre has increased by 12% in the amount of
operating businesses. Retail tenancy has remained the same with significant growths in the food
and the service sectors. East African Tenants have virtually doubled and vacancy rates have
dropped, although vacancy rates have been comparatively extremely low for a long period of time.
This can be attributed to the strong demand of new East African businesses.
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2.9. COMPETING CENTRES
The retail trade catchment impacting the Bell Street Mall includes the suburb of Heidelberg West.
There are over 5000 households in the trade area.

Primary Competing Centres -

 Northland
 Westfield Doncaster
 Greensborough Plaza and Main Road
 Ivanhoe Shopping Centre
 Heidelberg Central

Northland and Ivanhoe are particularly strong locations of economic drain from the Bell Street Mall
due to the presence of major supermarkets Coles and Safeway.

However it is important to note that Aldi has now become a competitor to the centres.

Local convenience competition analysis:

Centre Key Attractions

Heidelberg Central
Shopping Centre

Warringal Shopping Centre, Aldi, Safeway, Leos and specialty shops.

Ivanhoe Shopping
Centre

Major supermarkets Coles and Safeway plus specialty shops.

Greensborough Regional shopping centre, discount department stores, supermarkets, specialty
stores, food court, restaurants, cinemas.

Northland Shopping
Centre

Regional shopping centre, Myer, discount department stores, supermarkets,
specialty stores, food court, restaurants, cinemas.

Westfield Doncaster Regional shopping centre, Myer, David Jones, discount department stores,
supermarkets, specialty stores, food court, restaurants, cinemas.

Key Issue & Opportunity
The Bell St Mall cannot compete with the shopping centres listed above for everyday convenience.
Besides servicing the local area catchment, the Mall needs to redefine itself as more of a specialty
destination with a unique experience of shopping. At the moment, the largest differentiator is the
increase of the Somali business and the cultural hub that is organically occurring.  There is a real
opportunity to market the Mall as an East African Cultural hub, much like Lonsdale Street and
Oakleigh are marketed as Greek Cultural Hubs.

2.10. PROFILE OF CATCHMENT: DEMOGRAPHICS
The profile of the catchment is made up by two sources of data.  ABS Statistical Data from the
2006 and 2011 census (abs.gov.au, 2015)

Summary of Demographics:
The West Heidelberg catchment shows:
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 Large proportion of 0-14 year olds at 17.6% of the population.

 An ageing population highlighted in the 55 to 64 age bracket with an increase of 1% 2006-
2011 now at 10%.

 Smaller proportion of couple families with children than that found in Australian Statistics
(37.8% compared with 45.3%). However they have a larger proportion of one parent families,
with a difference of 11.8% between West Heidelberg and Australia.  This figure has
decreased since the last census.

 Just over 38% of residents were born overseas, the most dominant country of birth being
India, where 3.1% of the population were born. The next most dominant is Somalia at 3.0%.

 There has been an increase of 41% in people born in Asia from 2006-2011.

 The main language spoken at home after English is Somalian (5.5%).

 Catholicism continues to be the most popular religion in the area at 23.9% (was 25.7% in
2006).  However No religion is also at 23.9%.  Islam has grown from 8% to 10.1%.  Anglican
has dropped from 12.5% to 9.8% between 2006 and 2011.

 Low-income households with the Heidelberg West Household income median at just over
75% of the Australian median. This has improved since the last census.

 The unemployment rate is 7.6%, which is above Australian statistics of 5.6%.
Unemployment statistics have improved since the last census.

 The most popular occupations in the catchment are Professionals, Technicians & Trade
Workers, Clerical & Administrative Workers, Community and Personal Service Workers and
Labourers.

 The median Mortgage repayment has increased from $1200 per month in 2006 to $1733 per
month in 2011.  This is a significant increase.  The Australian median is $1800.

 The median rent has also increased from $160 per week to $245 per week in 2011.

 24.7% of residents own their own home and 24.8% were purchasing.

 46.2% rent their dwelling in West Heidelberg, as compared with 29.6% nationally.  This
figure has increased since the last census.  Of those renting, nearly 50% are renting from the
State Housing Authority.

Opportunities:
Marketing activities may look to encourage more East Africans into the centre as a way to help
foster the cultural hub that is naturally occurring.

Marketing Strategies to continue to focus on low cost, value for money activities to cater for the
unemployed population, disadvantaged and the low income population.

As the Asian born population is growing, it would be worthwhile to investigate adding more Asian
cultural elements to events.

Investigate the local Indian community and their needs to see if any marketing opportunities can
arise from there.
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2.11. PHYSICAL AUDIT OF THE CENTRE
A physical audit relating to the streetscape was conducted in June of 2015 by the Centre
Coordinator. Whilst the Centre is not lacking in any infrastructure, what they do have looks worn
and tired.  It needs to be constantly maintained.  The other main concern is the public toilets which
are old and unattractive.  It may be worthwhile investigating upgrading the public toilets.

The below table is a summary of the audit.

Quantity Condition Comment

Bicycle Racks 6 Very Good Rare Use

Small Bollards 77 Fair Need straightening and repainting

Bollards 12 Fair Need repainting / missing tops

Large Bins 13 + 3 Bus
Stop Bins

Very Good Need routine cleaning

Tables Currently being replaced

Seats New seats just installed with more to come
at Southern end.

Trees 12 Very Good

Footpaths Good Need constant cleaning but fairly even

Light Towers 3 Very Good Need repainting

Bell Street Mall Sign
(Subway)

1 Good Has faded. Lights have been
decommissioned.

Mall Centre Canopy 1 Poor Will be replaced by Council in 2015/2016

Cambridge Arcade Fair Roof ok, lights good, asphalt floor is sub par

Cambridge Arcade
Lights

6 New 3 Old Excellent

Cambridge Arcade Sign 1 Very Good Neon Lights not working, but the rest does
light up

Lights under Canopies
Centre of Mall

20 Fair Currently being replaced with new LED
lights

Regent Arcade Good Roof okay and concrete floor fair but in need
of minor repairs

Regent Arcade Lights 6 New 1 Old Excellent 1 light not working

Regent Arcade Sign 1 Excellent Light decommissioned

Trolley Bays 7 Poor Some need to be removed

Drinking Fountain 1 Good

Public Toilets 2 Fair Need an update and constant cleaning

Mall Statue 1 Fair Is being considered to be decommissioned

Mall Cameras 47 Good Some not working. System to be moved and
upgraded in next 12 months

Bin Carrels 2 Very Good

Garden Beds 7 Very Good Recently replanted

Undercover Areas 4 Very Good Lights recently upgraded

Aldi Cameras 8 Excellent

Aldi Bins 1 Very Good Belong to Aldi
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Aldi Light Towers 11 Excellent Belong to Aldi

A Trader survey conducted by Council in March 2015 highlighted the following areas for
improvement for the Centre;

 Clean up old church area,
 Repair of shop facades
 Beautify the Mall
 Paint rears of buildings one uniform colour
 Restore Mall sign
 More cleaning in the Centre.
 Improve Security

Further suggestions included redesigning and developing the Mall, paint facades of shops, clean
up premises and beautify the Mall. (Source: Evaluation of Survey Responses about the Bell Street Mall
Special Rate Program, Peter McNabb & Associates, March 2010)

Recommendation:
In the short term, all assets should be repainted/upgraded to give them a fresh new look.  The
upgrading of the public toilets should also be investigated.

2.12. MANAGEMENT OF THE CENTRE
The Business/Traders Association
The Bell Street Mall Traders’ Association Committee manages the Shopping Centre. It operates
under a Rules of Association lodged with Consumer Affairs Victoria. All traders and property
owners can become members of The Bell Street Mall Traders Association and be nominated to be
on the committee at the annual AGM. The Association operates as an incorporated body with a
President, Secretary and Treasurer.  Typically 10-15 people attend general meetings regularly to
discuss the continuous enhancement and progression of the Mall. The Committee meets and
communicates often with the assistance of the Centre Coordinator.

The role of the Association is to:
 Represent the interests of the Bell Street Mall including its traders and landlords
 Continuously find ways to improve and promote the Centre
 Entice customers to shop at the Centre
 Manage the special rate funds given by traders and Council

The values of the Association are:
 Open lines of communication
 Continuous improvement
 Activities to be in the best interest of the Mall in general – not just for one particular trader

The Bell Street Traders’ Association Committee contracts a part-time Centre Coordinator to
develop and implement marketing and management projects and to strengthen relationships
between businesses, Council and other key stakeholders.

Special Rate Program
A Special Rate Program has operated in the Bell Street Mall since 1988. It operates in the Bell
Street Mall, which will drive the implementation of this plan in funding changes.  The Special Rate
raises $55,000 per annum across 67 properties from 2015-2020. Banyule City Council, one of the
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only Councils in Australia to support main street retail development through a near matched dollar
for dollar funding scheme, contributes $50,000 annually towards the scheme. Therefore the entire
annual budget for the Bell Street Mall is currently at $105,000.

Projects and Calendar Events
The Special Rate and near matched Council funding enables self-sufficient marketing and major
project work. Over the past five years, the Bell Street Mall traders with Council have executed
targeted marketing campaigns and festivals including:

 Christmas Carnivals,
 Children Week events,
 Harmony Day lunches,
 Easter events, Mother’s Day Promotions
 Cross Marketing Promotions,
 Subsidised Advertising,
 Shopping Centre Contract Cleaning
 Graffiti Maintenance Programs.
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3. CURRENT SITUATION

3.1. OPPORTUNITIES
At a Strategic Business Plan focussed trader meeting, traders were asked “What makes the Bell St
Mall unique?”  The answers were varied, however many traders responded with multiculturalism
and cultural diversity as a quality that makes the Mall special/unique.

What makes the Bell St Mall Special/Unique
 Multicultural Place/cultural Diversity (6)
 Multicultural events (1)
 Unique African Presence (1)
 60 Years old (1)
 1st Mall Built in Melbourne (1)
 Parking (1)
 Friendly Place (1)
 Open Air Mall on a busy street (1)
 Pedestrian Zone (1)
 Passing traffic – Bell St (1)
 Functional Committee (1)
 State Govt Grants Support (1)
 Home away from Home (1)
 Business Incubator (1)
 Matched Special Rate (1)

A variety of long term and short term opportunities and improvements were also identified.

Marketing Opportunities – Short Term
 More Markets (3)
 Update Website (2)
 Better Social Media (1)
 More events (2)
 Get grant money to fund business websites (1)
 Ongoing Press campaign (1)
 Promote Outside trading (1)
 Outdoor Cafes (1)
 Improve Signage (1)

Marketing Opportunities – Long Term
 Gamification (1)
 Neon Lighting on big Mall sign (1)
 Winter Snow Festival (1)
 Full online centre store (1)
 Update Mall sign to logo shape (1)

Possible Improvements
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Controllable
 Pylon Sign (2)
 More Markets (1)
 Parking system – permits (1)
 Remove Statue (2)
 Cleaning Program (2)
 Renovate Big Mall sign to new colour scheme (1)
 Pop Up Stalls

Not - Controllable
 Improved Shop Fronts (1)
 Development of Garage Site
 No Roller Doors
 Pavement to be Replaced
 Shop Opening Hours – Communal Agreement
 Better Quality Shops
 Improve Facades
 Improve Shop Windows
 Better Business Signage

Can Influence
 Fencing on Empty Block (1)
 Remove Bin Correls (1)
 More patronage of DigiDECL (1)
 Painting of Shops (1)
 Painting outside and rear of shops (2)
 Improvement to Décor (1)

These comments have been considered in the action planning section of this Strategic Business
Plan, Part 2.

3.2. SWOT ANALYSIS
The following is a Swot Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, opportunities and Threats) based on
information gathered.  The SWOT Analysis forms part of the action plan.

Strengths

Multicultural Place
Unique African Presence
Home Away from Home
Functional Committee

Easy parking
Traffic-less

Fresh air/outdoor area
Uncongested/Not crowded

Friendly

Weaknesses

Tired/Old-looking
Poor Image

Quality of Stores
Variance of Store Hours

Roller Doors – ghetto image

Opportunities

More festivals & events
More market type events

Update Website & Social Media Presence
Modernise/Brighten the Centre

Cultural Hub Opportunity

Threats

Safety Concern Perception
Antisocial behaviour

Racism
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3.3. STAKEHOLDER ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Council
Local Government Act 1989 states that “The primary objective of a Council is to endeavour to
achieve the best outcomes for the local community having regard to the long term and cumulative
effects of decisions.” (Local Government Act, 1989). To achieve this primary objective, a council
must have regard for the following objectives –

 to promote the social, economic and environmental viability and sustainability of the
municipal district;

 to ensure that resources are used efficiently and effectively and services are provided in
accordance with the Best Value Principles to best meet the needs of the local community;

 to improve the overall quality of life of people in the local community;
 to promote appropriate business and employment opportunities;
 to ensure that services and facilities provided by the Council are accessible and equitable;
 to ensure the equitable imposition of rates and charges;
 to ensure transparency and accountability in Council decision making. (Local Government

Act, 1989)

Banyule City Council plays a significant role in the facilitation of centre development and growth.
Some of the roles Council plays include:

 Delivery of operational services e.g. rubbish collection
 Economic development – business training and services
 Community Development – environmental, health, local laws and traffic planning and

approvals
 Infrastructure and urban design improvements and maintenance
 Provision of amenities - car parking, public toilets, street furniture
 Involvement with major events – Volunteers

While Council can influence the direction and development of the Centre, continuous involvement
of communities including businesses and property owners will ultimately determine the centre’s
future growth and success. This series of relationships requires all parties to communicate
changes that impact the centre.

Businesses
The life of a Centre is found in the quality, variety and service delivery provided by local
businesses.

Sponsorship and grants money can inject life in bursts, but ultimately the business offering must
service the lifestyle needs of its community for repeat business and continued growth.

While support is made available and this Business Plan outlines marketing activities to enhance
the Centre, individual businesses are ultimately responsible for ensuring that their skills and
offerings are relevant, meeting the needs and wants of their targeted customers.

Property Owners
Property owners are an important element in the Bell Street Mall as they make decisions
regarding:

• Tenancy mix
• Property appearance, maintenance and improvements
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• Planning and development decisions

Communications should work to encourage property owner engagement in the aspirations of the
Mall and become more active members of the stakeholder community prior to major decision-
making processes.

State Agencies and Infrastructure Providers
Strategic partnership approaches to state agencies and infrastructure providers can enhance the
Mall’s development and objective tasks.

Key groups include:

 Educational Institutions
 Emergency Services
 Utility providers
 Public transport operators including bus companies
 Vic Roads (major roads, heavy vehicle routes, clearways, pedestrian crossings, signalled

intersections, signs)

Local Community
The Bell Street Mall local community features a large multicultural population with nearly 40% of
the population born overseas and from a wide range of source countries including India, China and
Somalia.

Studies indicate that many people living in Heidelberg West suffer from socio-economic
disadvantage. The 2011 SEIFA Index rates Heidelberg West as the having the highest level of
disadantnge in Banyule. This index has improved from 2006.  People in the lowest income group
has however improved 2011 – 39.7%, 2006 – 43.2%. (Profileid.com.au Website, 2015)

Locals are very passionate about the Mall. Many local resources, service and programs exist to
promote the area and to support the locals such as 3081 Connect Program and the Banyule
Community Health Centre.

Key Issue
Each party is responsible for their own actions, but must also work together to maximise the growth
potential for the entire centre. This integrated approach is represented through the Bell Street Mall
Strategic Business Plan and a stakeholder driven action plan.
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PART 2: DIRECTING FUTURE GROWTH

2015 – 2020
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4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

4.1. VISION
“To continuously lift the image of the Mall as a safe, clean, inviting and a local convenience
Shopping Centre and Cultural Precinct for all patrons, with the aim of making the locals proud and
passionate to build strong community connections and economic viability.”

4.2. AIMS TO ACHIEVE VISION
To embody this shared vision and address identified strengths, weaknesses and opportunities, The
Bell Street Mall must address the following:

1. Lift the image of the Mall as a safe and clean Centre
2. Create and market the image of the Mall as being both a local convenience centre and

destination-shopping precinct.
3. Promote the Centre to the local community and beyond, with events and other promotions
4. Build on the strong community connections that already exist
5. Promote the Mall as a community-friendly Centre and Cultural Precinct

The following section will recommend approaches to achieve the vision and address weaknesses,
threats and build on strengths.
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5. STRATEGIES & ACTION PLAN 2015 - 2020
This portion of the Business Plan outlines recommended approaches to not only achieve the Bell
Street Mall vision, but also address some of the weaknesses and threats outlined in previous
sections.  It will also build on the strengths and opportunities highlighted.  All objectives are framed
within the available budget and Strategic Business Plan time frame of 5 years.

To achieve these strategies, an integrated management approach must be taken encompassing
marketing, business development, management and communications, community development
and physical environment and safety.

The Action Plan shows who is responsible and the priority for each item.

Actions are led by:
CCo – Bell Street Mall Centre Coordinator
Dept – Appropriate Council Department
BSMTA – Bell Street Mall Traders’ Association Committee

5.1. MARKETING
The following details an action plan for the following five years.  Annual Financial Year Budgets
should be drafted by the Centre Coordinator Team, approved by the BSMTA Committee and
provided to Council.

Action Lead by Priority

Draft an annual budget with marketing focus plan for BSMTA approval that:
 Identifies the consumer target markets that the Centre is aiming to attract.
 Includes an annual calendar of promotional initiatives and events.  These

events should be affordable and provide variety and be advertised well.
 Identifies advertising opportunities (e.g. local paper, tram stops, train

stations, bus stops, facebook, website, online)
 Identifies appropriate facilities and groups opportunities to develop and

strengthen relationships through joint marketing initiatives and involvement
in marketing and communication initiatives.

 Provides marketing and promotional opportunities for all business sectors.
 Encourages sustainable business practices through minimisation of waste,

water, electricity, transportation costs

CCo High

Establish the image and identity required for the Centre to achieve its vision /
branding through signage improvements, advertising and improved events with
consistent family friendly themes and branding.

CCo High

Communicate unique offers of the Centre CCo High
Identify and outline campaigns to target local residents CCo High
Promote sustainable transport options – e.g. car free day, bicycle racks, bus routes CCo Low
Create programs to encourage green business practices
Encourage online delivery of business plan and other important documents

CCo Low

Improve visibility of Bell Street Mall from Bell Street (e.g. Pylon Sign and
removal/replacement of statue)

CCo Medium

Establish and improve the Centre’s profile and exposure within surrounding areas to
encourage people who don’t normally come to the Bell Street Mall, to shop there
and continue shopping there.

CCo High

Build positive partnerships with the local community to reinforce their sense of
ownership and place within the Bell Street Mall

CCo/
BSMTA

High

Work with Council and the Police to enhance the image of the Mall by addressing CCo/ High
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5.2. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

5.3. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

any safety and crime issues Dept
Investigate facebook advertising for specific events. CCo High
Review the logo and investigate updating it in the near future CCo Medium
Investigate introducing more market events in the Mall CCo High
Investigate ways to introduce more events to the Mall – E.g. more winter events CCo Medium
Investigate ways of introducing a “Game” concept into the Mall (Gamification).  E.g.
Share selfies of you in the Mall next to something amazing/unusual.

CCo Medium

Investigate an ongoing advertising campaign – could be online or press CCo Medium
Investigate adding an online store on bellstmall website that offers items from
various stores in the mall

CCo Low

Investigate attracting and applying for additional funding by way of grants from all
levels of government and relevant organisations

CCo/
BSMTA/
Dept

High

Continue to provide information to traders whereby they can improve their
businesses.  Provide access to resources

CCo/BSMTA Medium

Investigate Visual Merchandising training to assist traders with access for the
ageing and disabled population.

CCo/ Dept Medium

To maintain and improve the street space, constant management of trees, graffiti,
public art and seating provisions are required to maintain the Centre’s welcoming
and physical attraction.

CCo High

Investigate ways to encourage outside trading, including extending footpath trading
policies

CCo/ Dept Medium

Encourage Business owners to open roller doors CCo/
BSMTA

Medium

Encourage Business owners to maintain consistent opening hours CCo/
BSMTA

Medium

Encourage Landlords and tenants to update and maintain shop facades and shop
fronts

BSMTA Medium

Encourage Business Owners to improve Business signage BSMTA Medium

Investigate providing parking spots specifically for Parents with Prams, to
encourage parents to shop at the Bell Street Mall.

CCo/ Dept Low

Investigate opportunities to promote walking/cycling to the Centre. CCo Low

Establish positive partnerships with key stakeholders that impact Centre
development

CCo/
BSMTA

Medium

Investigate ways to encourage more patronage of DigiDECL CCo/ Dept Medium

Work with local schools and community groups and offer the Mall’s public space for
use and support them in their events.

CCo Medium

Work with local East African Traders / leaders and create unique community events CCo Medium

As the Asian born population is growing, it would be worthwhile to investigate adding
more Asian cultural elements to events.

CCo Medium
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5.4. MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS
Work with Council towards the successful renewal of the Special Rate program for
marketing and management of the Centre.

Dept/ CCo High

Committee to continue to communicate via a bulletin to all businesses and property
owners in the Mall.

CCo/
BSMTA

High

Clearly establish the role and responsibilities for the coordinator BSMTA High

Prepare / Draft annual Budgets. CCo/BSMTA High
Keep open communications with Council via regular meetings with the local
Councillor and key Council officers.

Dept/ CCo High

Maintain up to date documentation including; signed Trader Funding
Agreement, Incorporation details, Council approved Business Plan, Centre
Coordinator Agreement, Rules of the Association, Members Register, financial
records and yearly audited reports, AGM, general and special meeting Minutes.

CCo /
BSMTA

High

Investigate ways to increase membership and improve trader attendance at
meetings and how to make them more aware of the program

CCo/
BSMTA

Medium

Investigate ways of minimising anti-social behaviour in the Mall CCo/
BSMTA/
Dept

High

Establish clear lines of communication and more effectively use the Bell St Mall
Website for communication amongst traders and the community.

CCo High

Develop templates and business practice guidelines to establish continual business
improvement

CCo Medium

Investigate Parking Permits for traders to mitigate NMIT parking issues CCo High
Maintain the integrated approach of traders association, council, landlords,
business owners, state agencies, local groups and the community working together
to improve and promote the Mall

CCo/
BSMTA/
Dept

High

Manage stakeholder expectations CCo High

5.5. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Establish an on-going partnership with Council’s strategic planning, traffic
engineering, parks and cleaning departments.

Dept High

Provide guidance so that all new development proposals in the Mall are designed
to meet the objectives of the relevant policies, strategies, (e.g. Car Parking, Urban
Design, Strategic Framework)

Dept Medium

Be involved in any redesign/redevelopment discussions CCo/
BSMTA

High

Undertake periodic physical audit of the Mall by walking through it with Council. Dept/
CCo

Medium

Improve information and directional signage by reviewing the effectiveness of
each information, promotion and directional sign in the Centre. i.e. new pylon sign

CCo Medium

Investigate the local Indian community and their needs to see if any marketing
opportunities can arise from there.

CCo Medium

Investigate the possibility of making the Bell St Mall, Melbourne’s 9th Cultural Precinct,
such as Atherton Mall in Oakleigh (Greek Cultural Precinct)

CCo/
Dept

High

Develop partnerships within the community to maximise resources, understand needs
and develop programs that build community pride, ownership and engagement with
the Mall.

CCo/
BSMTA

High
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Investigate introducing more bike racks near cafes to encourage public transport
use. Clearly sign these as bicycle racks.

Dept Low

Investigate introduction of public art and sculpture to create more inviting spaces
within the Mall.  Remove current public art.

CCo Medium

Identify and develop appropriate socialising spaces for free public interaction and
events

CCo Medium

Upgrading lighting around the precinct for increased evening safety i.e. in car
parks

Dept High

Review public toilets maintenance.  Investigate possibility of upgrading. Dept High
Improve condition of walkways/pavements Dept High
Continue with graffiti management system. Dept High
Investigate schedule of cleaning for the Mall to ensure it is kept clean especially
after customer rush hours.

CCo/
Dept

High

Develop an area that is a common, known, social space with plenty of seating
and lighting

Dept Medium

Improve/add more CCTV signage to highlight system. CCo Medium
Introduce Parents with Prams parking at the arcades entrances CCo/

Dept
Medium

Upgrade/Repaint assets within the Mall to freshen environment.  Look at bin
correls to update or replace.

Dept High

Lobby relevant bodies such as Council to secure capital works funding that
supports appropriate Mall infrastructure development

CCo/
Dept

High

Investigate repainting the Mall (sides, shop fronts, shops).  Work with and
encourage landlords to update their properties.

CCo Medium

Investigate updating Mall sign with logo colours, logo shape and neon lighting CCo Low

5.6. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Update the Bellstmall website in the next 1-2 years.  Ensure web maintenance is
included.  Tablet and mobile technology is essential.

CCo High

Include social media links for businesses on the bellstmall website. CCo High

Investigate other forms of social media – twitter, instagram, pinterest CCo High

Investigate the possibility of creating a Bell St Mall blog CCo Medium
Use Google Analytics and facebook as a means of measuring and analysing
website traffic and social media engagement.

CCo High

Investigate setting up a regular newsletter to go out to subscribers CCo High

Investigate other ways to promote on the website, considering the behavior of
people when they access the bellstmall website.

CCo High

Investigate grants that the association can apply for on behalf of traders to create
websites and social media presence.

CCo High

Ensure website is updated with photos from events and activities. CCo High
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